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that is the whole "science of agrobiology—is  mainly  a twentieth
century phenomenon.
The results of the spread of the new technique have been as-
tonishing. If the output of wheat is taken as an indicator, it is found
that the average yields per hectare of laud in the most developed
countries of north western Europe were not more than 10 to 12
quintals during the sixties of the last century. This yield is not
significantly different from those prevalent in the areas with as-
sured water supplies in most of the under-developed countries
at present. Owing to the rapid assimilation and massive spread
of the new techniques the yields of wheat per hectare in the most
advanced European countries were raised 3 to 4 fold—that is
up to 30 to 40 quintals per hectare in the course of half a century.
Can it be seriously suggested that these improvements have
very little applicability to the under-developed areas? In fact,
the results in experimental stations in India as well as in other
countries show that the potential for raising yields is indeed very
high. The problem therefore is not evolving new techniques ;
it centres around the possibility of introducing these new techni-
ques on a large-scale—that is, it is mostly administrative.
The limitation is not even economic in character.  In contrast to
industry, where the amount of capital needed to bring about a given
expansion of output is about the same in the rich as well as the
poor countries of the world,  the main problem in agricultural
growth is not heavy investment in agriculture.    The per hectare
productivity of agriculture in poor   countries is so low'that the
potential of  growth through the   modernization of agriculture is
very large.   Experience has shown that by  merely   increasing the
input  of  fertilizers  with   some  adaptation   of new   seeds  and
improved techniques of   cultivation the yields per hectare can be
doubled   or   even   trebled.    The   problem   is  to   make these
fertilizers and   seeds   available   either   through   imports   or by
expanding domestic output and to*see that they are utilized in the
most economical way at the farms—that is instead of spreading
them thinly over the whole coufitry they should be concentrated
in adequate quantities in areas where the response in terms of in-
creased output is very significant.   These areas will obviously be
the ones where there is an assured water supply.
Is it necessary that the introduction of these new techniques

